Introduction
InsWeb Corporation provides an online insurance marketplace for consumer and insurance companies. The provided insurance products for shopping include automobile, term life and homeowners insurance, as well as annuities. The company business can be classified as two categories: lead purchase and policy purchase. In lead purchase consumer comes to InsWeb insurance online marketplace, compares quotes based on his/her personal information and products provided by insurance carriers, and submits lead to carriers. After that as a marketplace provider InsWeb doesn't involve in following purchase process. It is the issue between consumer and insurance carriers. In this case InsWeb involving the purchase process time is in minutes. In policy purchase category, after consumer submitting lead, the agent of InsWeb will contact the consumer and make the effort to sell the policy to the consumer. After the consumer purchase the policy, InsWeb has the opportunities to renew the policy in annual or half year period each time. For policy purchase consumer, InsWeb has the chance to involve the purchase process from year to decades. Therefore InsWeb tries to improve service for consumer policy purchase and convert more insurance lead to policy to generate more revenue. Since the revenue generating from a policy purchase is much higher than lead purchase from a lead shopping session, InsWeb has to find out the space to improve the lead close rate and retention rate. For the quarter ended March 31, 2001, InsWeb"records more than 3.5 million unique user sessions and approximately 660,000 completed shopping sessions during the first quarter" [1] . And "InsWeb's insurance agency sold nearly 3,000 new policies during the quarter" [1] . Now "the Company's agency will expand to five additional heavily populated states with existing and new insurance companies. Further expansions are planned for the remainder of the year" [1] . To convert more shopping session into the policies sold by InsWeb insurance agency, adopt the expansion of InsWeb Corporation business, satisfy the immediate auto policy insurance purchase requirement of the internet consumers, provide high quality service to consumers and increase the policy sold number of The InsWeb's agency, the data warehouse group try to find out the internet consumer behavior and direct InsWeb agency to targeted consumers at proper time and in proper way. 
The consumer information and its internet behavior collection
As an example, Figure 1 shows a leal shopping session flow chart consisted with different web pages named as Start, Drivers, Vehicles, Coverages, Profile and Companies. The work flow is that online consumers put in information of start, drivers, cars, coverage. The thirty party databases will provide consumer credit history and auto insurance history record through internet simultaneously with consumer personal information put in. With the data, the auto insurance evaluation agents of insurance companies will provide the quotes for the consumer. All the quotes from different insurance companies will listed on profile page. When consumer can choice a quote, a lead is generated. The leads has two way to go: an insurance agent of Insweb or an insurance company. If the lead is sent to an insurance company, a lead shopping session is completed. If the lead is sent to an insurance agent of Insweb, the agent will contact the consumer with phone in proper time, confirm some information and purchase purpose, then an auto insurance shopping session is completed. All the information consumer put in and third parties provide will be stored in Insweb Data Warehouse. To record consumer behavior, InsWeb Data Warehouse invented the event log technology and got patent in 1999, by which consumer behavior on website like turning back page, jumping from one page to other page and timestamp for each step will be recorded in Data Warehouse. Each year more than ten millions of internet consumer information have been accumulated into Insweb Data Warehouse. Those data includes the
Tables, columns and random variables
The tables used in this analysis are Agency_leads, Agency_policy, Auto_Consumers, Auto_Drivers, Auto_quotes and other tables with Auto prefix in data warehouse. In the tables, Agency_leads table recods daily the information of consumers who submitted the leads and the leads select the quots from carriers which InsWeb E_agency coves. All the consumers in Agency_Leads are the potential InsWeb E_agency policy buyer. InsWeb agency will contact the consumer in the table and hope to sell the auto insurance policy to them. Agency_policy table records the information of consumers who purchased the auto insurance policy from InsWeb agency. Of course only part of consumers record in Agency_Leads would buy auto policy from InsWeb agency, otherwise this analysis isn't necessary. Therefore, the number of consumer in Agency_Policy is always less than the number of consumer in Agency_Leads. Auto_Consumers, Auto_Drivers, Auto_Quots and other tables with auto as prefix contain all the information of consumer who got to InsWeb web page and put in some personal information such as age, gender, birthday, old auto insurance policy expiration day, new auto insurance effective day, so on……By joining Agency_policy table with Auto_Consumers, Auto_Drivers, Auto_Quots, and other tables with Auto as prefix, we can get the background information of consumers who purchased Auto policy from InsWeb agency. All the background information will be used to determine the consumer motivation to purchase auto policy. As the comparison, the Agency_Leads table will be used to join with the same tables as Agency_Policy does to get the same information. The relative information will be used as comparison stadium. In InsWeb data warehouse, all information is saved into tables. Each table has columns which number varies from two to more than one hundred. Each column records one attribute of consumer. From analysis and mathematics view, each column is a random variable. As a random variable, each column has its value region. Due to the data types of columns are different, from integer, varchar, numerical, …., to date, the value regions of random variables are complicate, from simple (YES,NO), a list like Carrier (Travelers, Hartfor Agency, Atanta Casualty, CSE, Explorer, FIC, GMAC, Great American, Infinity,…), age (16, 17, 18, 19,…,65) and some theoretical continuous distribute value region like old_policy_expiration_days (-∞,+∞) (Notes: human being life is very limited, but the data consumer input would be arbitrarily distributed, not always be reasonable).
How to evaluate the potential auto policy purchase consumers
Some facts to determining lead closure rate are presented below in the curve figure. Psychologically, the human behavior vary with age, gender, house owner, and so on, therefore, the correlation coefficients are the functions of these facts. For the comparison purpose, the Agency_Lead and Agency_Policy tables will join with other auto tables. The all background attributes of each auto lead consumer and auto policy consumer will be listed in a big table for analysis purpose. For more than 10,000,000 auto consumer session, the statistic results are listed bellow: Figure 2 and 3 indicates that the lead closure rate variation with age has the same trend distribution for male and female, but male has higher lead closure rate compared with female. Figure 4 shows that the lead consumers owning residencies has more lead closure rate than that not owning residency. The lead closure rate for marriage status is the person with one marriage. The consumers, completing leads that old auto insurance would be expired and new have to be effective in three day, have more potential to purchase auto insurance policy. The analysis will help auto insurance agency to identify the auto insurance lead consumer with most like hood to purchase the auto insurance policy from the huge insurance lead submitted through internet. 
The consumer behavior variation on internet with time
Other interesting issue is that consumer session distribution on internet varies with time in week period from Monday to Sunday. When is the good time for effective consumer to submit lead, and the auto insurance policy purchaser to go to the website. Figure 8 is the auto insurance internet session distribution in a week. From the figure, the consumers internet session is higher in week day and lower in weekend. The Monday is lowest in week day and the Friday is the second lowest in week day. The possible reason for this kind of distribution is that in weekend more people does outdoor activities and has less time going to internet, and in Monday the potential consumers have to pay more attention for the work and spend more time for weekend plan in Friday. Figure 9 is the lead closure rate distribution with a day time which is accounted in hours. The figure shows that there are two peak time for auto insurance consumers to submit the lead, one is the lunch time and other period is from 20:00 to 22:00 in the nigh.
Fuzzy theory for determine online auto insurance consumers
Based on the analysis above, a fuzzy formula is obtained to determine the possibility for online auto insurance consumers who would buy the auto insurance policy. The fuzzy function for all auto insurance leads is:
In the formula above, i p is the value for each random variable for figure 2,3,4,5,6,7,8, and 9. Its value is simulated by / peak yy , the weighting value i w is determined by data mining and auto insurance agent feeling. In this way, all the online auto insurance session is evaluated automatically and the insurance agents can contact the consumers in the order the fuzzy formula provides. The experience shows that the fuzzy formula works well.
The mathematic expression of customer lifetime value (lead)
Each time a customer comes to InsWeb website, put its personal information and wonders in the website, all the personal information and customer behavior will be recorded in InsWeb data warehouse. Different customers have different lifetime value for InsWeb. InsWeb needs to determine each customer commercial from customer personal information and her/his behavior on website by data mining. A customer lifetime value for a lead can be written as
Where S is the customer lifetime value (Lead); P is the likelihood of a lead becoming a policy and V is the customer lifetime value of the policy. T and the age those customers give up to purchase auto insurance policy is 2 T , the possible time period for those customers to purchase auto insurance policy from InsWeb is
In T years the consumers renew their policies N times. So the process for consumers to make decision to renew their policies or not will continue N times. It is a typical N steps random walk problem. Therefore in the final step, there n M customers will renew their policies and ( )
The revenue InsWeb obtained from those M customers in their lifetime will be ( )
In which C is the commission rate, and i Q is the auto insurance quote. Since the income and spending would change for the customers with age, the car type and insurance quote would also change with age. To each customer in the whole purchase and renew process, the revenue InsWeb obtained would be
To make equation 4 more meaningful, it can be rewritten as 00 0 11 2 01 2 00 1 0 12
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Obviously P is the probability that customer purchases the auto insurance from InsWeb agent; 1 R is the first year retention rate; 2 R is the second year retention rate and n R is N year retention rate. Therefore the equation (6) 
By using the mathematics notation, equation (11) 
In which 0 R is 1.0. Equation (12) is the general equation to evaluate auto insurance customer Value.
The simplified evaluating function for lifetime online insurance consumer policy value
In equation (12), commission rate C is constant which is determined by the deal between InsWeb and auto insurance carriers and can be considered as constant in the analysis process. 0 Q is the quote from carrier based on the consumer personal information. Therefore, the variables needed to be determined by analysis and data mining analysis are 12 ,,,,, n PR R R … and 12 ,, , n QQ Q.Due to the short history of data record in InsWeb data warehouse, no enough data to determine 23 ,, ,, n RR R and 23 ,, , n QQ Qcurrently. Some assumptions are taken as below:
and
In which r is the quote increasing rate annually. Therefore equation (11) 
Multiply both sides of equation (15) 
Data mining result for evaluating function of auto insurance customer value
In equation (19) The age distribution of auto policy Another variable is N ,the total times of retention for a consumer. It is the function of consumer age. To simplify the analysis, all are adjusted to annual based and the total policy renew number is the difference the consumer age to give up driving and current age, so the N can be reasonably written, s Na g e a g e =−
In which s age is the age for consumer to stop driving and purchasing auto insurance age and age is the current age .
It is a big task to determine equations (21) and (22). From data mining, the average lead close rate is
and the average retention rate is
All is based on data of 2001 year. The total revenue generated from those policies is ( ) 
Equation (28) indicate that with renewing the policies, InsWeb would get additional 3.254 times revenue that is obtained from first policy purchase from InsWeb agent. To analysis which direction is the best direction to increase InsWeb revenue, the parameters sensitive analysis is made as below: Summarizing tables 1,2,3 and figures 2,2,3, the conclusions can be obtained: 1. The lead close rate is the most important parameter to determine the InsWeb online policy revenue. The revenue gain from lead close rate increasing will generate 10 times revenue obtained from retention rate increasing in the same percentage based on currently close rate and retention rate. 2. The relative revenue gain coefficient will decreasing with the close rate increasing, the theoretical minimum value is 1 when lead close rate reach 100%. 3. The retention rate is the second important parameter to affect the InsWeb online insurance policy revenue increasing. It almost keeps constant, 1.0, to the relative online policy revenue gain coefficient. 4. The parameter of average policy renew years is less important for InsWeb online policy revenue on current data mining results.
The maximum revenue increasing direction and revenue potential
The online policy revenue for year i can be written as 
In equation (36) The result in figure (4) is based on the assumptions of 2001 year carrier-state combination number, auto online auto online agent coverage and lead close rate. The whole research and prediction mentioned above was done in 2001. After 3 years some validation data is available now. The validation data is put on figure (4) for comparison. The reason that real business data is somehow lower than prediction value is that carrier-state combination number has some decrease with time going, but the trend is fellow the prediction and the comparison is acceptable.
Conclusion
1. The paper presents a formula to score online insurance consumer to help insurance agents. 2. The report derived a formula to estimate lifetime value of online auto insurance consumer based on probability analysis and data mining of consumer information. The formula can be written as 
4. According to data analysis, retention rate is 0.75, average possible renew year is 29 and the total revenue generating from a new sold auto online policy is 4.25 time its first commission revenue. 5. This report makes the sensitive analysis to different parameters. The result shows that increasing lead close rate is most priority. It will obtain 7～10 time gain for the same revenue gain from the retention rate increasing. 6. A formula to estimate Insweb auto insurance online policy revenue is developed and 2002 to 2010 revenue prediction is given out based on this formula. 7. The comparison between predicted business revenue and real data from 2002 to 2004 is acceptable. Therefore the model and the data mining are successful.
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